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Philip P. Esler
Prototypes, Antitypes and Soeial 
Identity in First Clement: Outlining a 
New Intei^retative Model
I. In t r o d u c t io n
First Clement, which can be dated with reasonable confidence to 95־ 
96 CE,2 is a precious document from the dawn of Christianity, the oldest 
Christian writing we have outside the New Testament corpus (unless a 
first century date could be demonstrated for the Didache). It takes the 
form of a letter from «the church of Cod dwelling in Rome» (ή έκκλη- 
σία του Θεοΰ ή παροικούσα' Ρώμην) to the church in Corinth (τη 
έκκλησή  τού Θεού τη παροικούση Κόρινθον) aimed at helping the 
later overcome problems that had developed in the Corinthian Christ- 
movement. The significance of First Clement is enhanced by the possi- 
bility that the single Latin manuscript of this work extant represents a 
translation made in the first half of the second century CE in Rome.3 It 
thus has a claim to be the earliest surviving Christian text in Latin.4
How best might we categorise the communicative intention of 
First Clement? The precise reason for the letter is clear. Certain men 
had supplanted elders from their rightful positions in the Corinthian 
church, thus causing schism among the members. The author wants the 
original position restored and peace re-introduced.5 This aim perva­
ا This is an edited version of the a paper delivered in the Construction of Christian Iden- 
tities Section, at the SBL Meeting in San Antonio, Texas, on 21st November 2004.1 am grate- 
fill for the discussion that occurred on that occasion
2 Li^tfoot-Harmer 1990: 25.
3 See the edition by Morin 1894. This is unaffected by the suggestion that the text may 
have been reworked to an extent to legitimate later claims of papal succession.
4 On this subject see Mohmann 1949؛ also see Turner 1912b and 1912c.
5 On the occasion and communicative strategy of First Clement, see Hamack 1929, Bar- 
nard 1966, Jeffers 1991,Jefford 1996: 98-116, Lane 1998 and Maier2W2.
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sively influences what he says. According to Donald Hagner, in his 
careful and balanced study of the use of the Did and New Testaments 
in this work, «Clement’s concern throughout the epistle is with proper 
conduct, and not with correct doctrine».6 Similarly, having cited most 
of Section 62 as representing a summary of the text, Hagner suggests 
that «Clement’s concern is exclusively a practical one, and that the 
epistle may be fairly summed up as an extended piece of ethical parae- 
nesis».7 For reasons 1 have advanced more fully elsewhere, however, I 
consider that to talk about the «ethics» of a New Testament text is 
anachronistic, unnecessarily reductive and not conducive of under- 
standing the phenomena under discussion, while «paraenesis» was on- 
ly introduced into biblical criticism by Martin Dibelius in tire 1920s 
and obfuscates rather than enlightens.؟ To characterize First Clement 
adequately we need a framework that is not stamped with anachronism 
and is broad enough to address the data.
A new interpretative model is needed. My overall thesis in regard 
to First Clement is that it is best construed as an enterprise in the con- 
struction and legitimation of Christian identity. It was aimed at telling 
€hrist-followers of the mid nineties of the first century CE, only sixty 
years after the death of Jesus, who they were and, importantly, who 
they were not. While directed to the church in Corinth, the advice of- 
fered in tire letter obviously reflects how identity-in-Christ was under- 
stood in Rome. Frobably the letter was read out to the congregations in 
Rome as well, for as the author himself says, «We are not only writing 
these things to you, beloved, so as to admonish you, but also to remind 
ourselves» (7.1). In the present essay I am concerned with a central as- 
pect of this exercise in identity exposition and affirmation, namely, the 
use of figures from the past ־־־ mainly people known from Israelite tra- 
dition, but also people from the recent past, Christ, Feter and Paul, and 
other martyrs from Rome -  to tell the audience of the document who 
they should be in the present and, in the case of one or two villains, to 
tell them who they should not be. The invocation of figures from the 
past to serve the needs of the Christ-movement in the present (here 
meaning 95-96 CE) is a most prominent feature of this text. Yet its full 
significance has not hitherto been properly appreciated. Thus, Donald
6 Hagner 1973: 6.
؟ Hagner 1973: 6-7.
8 See Esler 1998: 45, 2003a: 20-21 and 2003b. See StOT-En^rg-Pedersen 2004 for a 
valiant effort to maintain use of the notion of “paraenesis”. The main problem with foe word is 
that it was not used in foe ancient world in foe sense current among scholars of early Christia- 
nity and in modem times it has not derived from nor is it embedded in any particular theoreti- 
cal framework, in relation ٤٠ which it might be employed and evaluated. As seen clearly in foe 
contributions in Starr-Engterg-Pedersen 2000, it means whatever individual scholars or 
groups of scholars want it to. None of this is to dispute foe high quality of foe individual essays 
that appear in that volume.
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Hagner notes that the author «devotes a^oxim ately  one־fourth of his 
epistie to direct quotations from Old Testament (and apocryphal) writ- 
ings. !t is these quotations in fact which provide him with the materials 
of his argument».9 While this is true, Hagner (writing before social- 
scientific interpretation had become established) overlooks the circum- 
stance that these quotations are nearly always of a of a very particular 
type: they concern the behavior or discourse offigures from the past as 
bearing upon foe identity of Ohrist-followers contemporary with foe 
author. Let us now consider what «identity» might mean in this con- 
text. I will then apply my model of identity to foe text.
Π. S o c i a l  i d e n t i t y ,  p r o t o t y p e s  a n d  c o l l e c t i v e  m e m o r y
I take it as axiomatic that we should lay out for scrutiny the central 
concepts we employ in our analysis of ancient texts. ص The unexamined 
concept is not worth using. As just noted, foe focus of my approach to 
First Clement is identity. Here, if anywhere, we have a word which re- 
quires careful theoretical explanation, for as, Aleida Assmann and Hei- 
drun Friese observed quite accurately in 1999, fois word has broken 
out like an epidemic in everyday speech؛ it has, in fact, become a 
«plastic word».11 For some years now I have been employing a theory 
of social identity that originated in British social psychology in foe 
1970s and 1980s. Whereas some social-scientific theory seems to have 
a past more than a future, social identity theory is still the subject of 
lively development, in both laboratory and real world settings.^ I will 
now summarize those aspects of foe theory which I will employ in re- 
lation to First Clement.
The core of foe theory, noticed by M. Sherif in work with boys in 
American summer camps in foe 1950s and elaborated by Henri Tajfel 
in foe 1970s, is that merely categorizing people into distinct groups re- 
suits in behavior in which members of one group favor one another 
over members of other groups. ا و «Social identity» means that compo- 
nent of a person’s self-concept which is derived from his or her mem- 
bership of a group.14 Social identity embraces three elements: the
9 Hagner 1973: 21.١٠ 11 is manifestly impossible to model every concept we employ.١١ Assmann-Friese 1999b: 11.
12 The European Journal of Social Psychology regularly publishes essays from social 
idenlilylheorists.
13 See Sherif-Sherif 1953؛ Sherif et al. 1955 (the summer camp experiments are discus- 
sed in Brown 2000: 246-50) and Tajfel et al. 1971. For the foundations of social identity the- 
ory, see Tajfel 1978 and 1981.ئ The theory recognizes, however, that a self-concept includes more than the identity 
that comes from group afffliations.
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cognitive recognition of beionging to the group, connotations of the 
vaiue attached to such belonging and emotional dimensions. The theo- 
ry is especially concerned with the ways in which the members of one 
group seek to differentiate it from other groups so as to achieve a posi- 
tive social identity.
Social identity theory interests itself in how a group installs its dis- 
tinctive identity on individual members. There is a positive and a nega- 
tive dimension to this process. Members must be told who they should 
be and who they should not be. One prominent method of installing pos־ 
itive identity is by the generation and inculcation of what social identity 
theorists call group «norms» but which I prefer to refer to as «identity- 
descriptors».^ These are the values that embody acceptable and unac- 
ceptable attitudes and behaviors by group members. Note that they are 
broader than «ethics». Thus, peace and joy might be id^ity-descriptors 
for a particular group,^ but they are not «ethics». They tell members 
what patterns of thinking and feeling and behaving are required if they 
are to belong to fee group and share its identity. They thus bring order 
and predictability to fee environment, es^cially by narrowing down 
personal and social dispositions and moral choices from the vast range of 
possibilities on offer to those that accord with fee group’s sense of who 
and what it is. Identitydescriptors come most into their own when a 
group has entered a period of crisis or ambiguity so that its distinctive 
values and behavior are either seriously challenged or marginalized.
Telling members who they should not be almost always involves 
the phenomenon of stereotyping. Stereotypes are deployed in the con- 
text of intergroup relations to describe outgroups. «When we stereo- 
type people we attribute to them certain characteristics that are seen to 
be shared by all or most of their fellow group members».^ Inevitably, 
fee characteristics that form a stereotype of an outgroup are negative in 
character. In particular, members of an outgroup tend to be designated 
in terms of dispositions, values and behaviors that are fee opposite of 
those featuring in fee norms or id^ity-descriptors of the ingroup.*؟
Very frequently a group will accredit certain individuals as actual- 
izing to fee highest degree its characteristic values and behaviors. Here 
it is useful to distinguish between exemplars and prototypes.*؟ An «ex- 
emplar» is an actual person (usually still living, but sometimes dead) 
who is thought to typify the identity of fee ingroup. Such a person is re­
15 See Esler 2003a: 20-21.
16 As at Gal 5,22 for example.
17 Brown 2000: 290.
18 See Brown 1988, Chapter 8.
19 Some social identity researchers, however, do not draw this distinction -  see Haslam 
2001: 66 .
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garded as the person most representative of the shared social identity 
and consensúa} position of the group as a whole.^ Often he or she will 
have, or have had, a position of actual leadership in the group. During 
the Second World War Winston Ohurchill was an exemplar of British- 
ness and he has remained so since his death. A «prototype», on the oth- 
er hand, is a summary representation which is considered to capture the 
central tendency of the category and derives from multiple experiences 
with category members.2ا A prototype of a group of people is a repre- 
sentation ofaperson thought to typify the group. S c h  a prototype will 
not be a current or actual member of the group, but rather the image of 
an ideal person who embodies its character.22
1 will develop the theory a little here by proposing «antitype» as toe 
negative of prototype. In this context «antitype» means a representa- 
tion of a person (not necessarily a real one, either now or in toe past) 
who typifies or embodies one or more of toe negative stereotypes asso- 
ciated with an outgroup.
The final aspect of social identity theory necessary for investigat- 
ing First Clement is the significance of time. In recent years social psy- 
chologists have begun to insist on toe importance of chronological du- 
ration in understanding social identity. Susan €ondor provides a useful 
general perspective. She proposes that social groups must be regarded 
as ongoing processes, extending over macro-time, not as reified enti- 
ties existing in a single moment of micro-time, divorced from the his- 
torical dimensions of social life. As social actors we understand the 
groups to which we belong as historical phenomena, stretching back- 
wards in time and forwards into the future.23 Marco Cinnirella, second- 
ly, has employed toe notion of cognitive alternatives known as «possi- 
ble selves», meaning the beliefs held by an individual as to his or her 
self in the past and what he or she might become in the future, together 
with some estimate of the probability that different possible selves wifi 
be realized. By this notion he is assisting social identity theory to ad- 
dress past social identities and toe manner in which past, present and 
future may be re-constituted to create meaningful «Stories» at both toe 
individual and group levels. He has noted that toe choice of prototypes 
and exemplars will be affected by the temporal orientation of the in- 
group.241 have argued elsewhere, in relation to toe ^rtrayal of Abra- 
> ﻞ ﻤ ﻣ آ أ in Romans 4,25 that is reasonable to expect that groups originating
20 SeeHaslam2001:66.
21 Smith-Zarate 1990: 245.
22 Smith-Zarate 1990: 246.
23 Condor 1996.
24 Cinnirella998ا .
25 Esler 2003a: 171-193.
in cultures that treasure the past -  shown, for example, in the venera- 
tion of ancestors -  and which are not oriented to the future as are mod- 
ern North Atlantic cultures will he most likely to choose as prototypes 
and exemplars people from the past, especially actual or alleged 
former members. It is worth noting that from the insider or emic view- 
point, a figure from the past will have been someone who actually ex- 
isted (= exemplar), while from a modem and etic perspective such a 
person may well be regarded as not necessarily having existed (= pro- 
totype). In this essay, I will usually refer to characters from Israelite 
tradition as prototypes in recognition of the circumstance that some of 
them may not have been historical figures. At times, however, I will 
employ the word exemplars in deference to insider beliefs.
We can assimilate the last two aspects discussed by noting that 
group prototypes will often represent «possible selves» that group 
members may be urged to manifest in their own lives, whereas «antit- 
ypes» will constitute the negatively viewed inversion of such possible 
selves.
If space permitted, I would amplify this discussion in line with my 
view that in the ancient, largely non-literate ^d iterranean  world the 
mass of the population maintained their knowledge of the past through 
the processes of collective memory, not through familiarity with 
texts.26
We must now consider how social identity theory throws light on 
First Clement. First, I will consider two areas which indicate the «pri- 
ma facie» suitability of this approach. Then, after setting out fee basic 
textual data schematically, I will explore the role of prototypes and an- 
titypes in fee way this text develops and reinforces a particular type of 
social identity for its audience.
III. T h e  B r o a d  A p p l i c a b i l i t y  o f  S o c i a l  I d e n t i t y  T h e o r y  t o  F ir s t  
C l e m e n t
I. Group Identity as an Issue in First Clement
The character of First Clement renders it highly susceptible to an 
approach focusing on social identity. Barbara Bowe has shown fee ex- 
tent to which this text «demonstrates a dialectical vision of a church 
still wrestling wife problems of self-identity and cohesion within and 
over against fee wider culture». There is a strong emphasis on group 
solidarity and reinforcing group boundaries.22 This is the sort of group
.2005 rk-Tha،eher؛26 For ،his discossion, now see ،he essays in K
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and inter-group reality for whieh soeial identity theory is specially 
adapted, given its central interest in the ways in which members ؛٠  a 
group acquire identity from it as it exists in a state of tension or even 
conflict with outgroups.
The im ^rtance ofhumility in First Clement, which is expressed by 
a variety o^aronym s on the stem ταπειν- appearing, in total, thirty two 
times in the text,^ nicely illustrates these phenomena at a fairly general 
level. This is a totally positive identity-descriptor in this text. Yet this 
was not the case in the surrounding Greek culture. Epictetus is explicit 
in his negative evaluation of this word group.29 The reason for this is 
that someone of honour in the ancient Greco-Roman world paraded the 
reality and cause of that honour for all to see and did not act humbly. ص 
Here we have a group erecting an identity-descriptor that represents the 
opposite of a value in the social setting. The ingroup are using this norm 
to define themselves positively against the outgroup. They are telling 
themselves who they are by asserting who they are not.
But let us come to the focal identity issue here -  prototypes and ar- 
chetypes.
2. The Significance υπόδειγμα in First Clement
Confirmation that an approach based on a study of prototypes and 
antitypes is likely to prove helpful in interpreting First Clement exists 
in a prominent linguistic feature of this text -  the repeated use of the 
word υπόδειγμα.31 The first of these words appears six times in the let- 
ter (5.1 [twice], 6.1,46.1, 55.1 and 63.1) and, as we will see, in signif- 
icant locations.
By way of contrast, there is not a single instance of the word in the 
other Apostolic Fathers,32 while there are only are only five instances
27 Bowe 1988: 105.
28 See the details in Bowe 1988: 112. Here is the basie data: the adjective ταπεινός ap- 
pears at 30.2, 55.6, 59.3 and 59.4; the verb ταπεινοφρονέω oeeurs at 2.1, 13.1, 13.3, 16.1, 
16.2,16.17,17.2,19.1,30.3,38.2,48.6,62.2; the noun ταπεινοφροσύνη occurs at 21.8, 30.8, 
31.4, 44.3, 56.1, 58.2; the adjective ταπεινόφρων appears at 19.1 and 38.2; the verb ταπει- 
νόω occurs at 18.8,18.17,59.3 (twice); the noun ταπείνωσις occurs at 16.7, 53.2 and 55.6.
29 Epictetus. Diss. 1 . 4 . 2 5 3 . 2 4 . 3 8  ؛2.16.8 ؛  and 4.1.54. See the discussion in Bowe 1988:
113.
30 While Malina (2001, but originally published in 1981) provided the pioneering discus- 
sion of honour and shame in the ancient Mediterranean in relation to New Texts, classical 
scholars have also now begun vigorously to address this subject: see Lendon 1997 and Barton 
2001.
31 Hagner offers a brief discussion of ύπόδειγμα (1973: 126). The somewhat similar 
word ύπόγραμμος also appears three times (5.7,16.17 and 33.8). Bowe discusses both words 
(1988: 70). The word υπογραμμός is found in 2Mace 2,28 and and IPet 2,21. It does not ap- 
pear in Philo or Josephus. Its only other appearance in the Apostolic Fathers comes in the Let- 
ter of Polycarp to the Philippians 8.2.
32 See Kraft 1963.
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in the Septuagint (Sir 44,16, Ez 42,15, 2Mace 6,28.31, and 4Maec 
17,23) and six in the New Testament (John 13,15, Heb 4 ,118 ,5 ؛ and 
9,23, James 5,10 and 2?et 2,6).33 This repeated and unusual use of 
υπόδειγμα in First Clement suggests that it plays an important role in 
the text and detailed analysis provided below supports this view. But 
first the usage of the word in the semantic context of First Clement 
warrants brief consideration.
In Hellenistic Greek ύπόδειγμα meant an «example», but it also 
acquired the sense of «document», «proof» or even «model».^ A sim- 
ilar semantic spread can be observed in the LXX. In Sir 44,16 it is stat- 
ed that «Enoch pleased the Lord, and was translated, an example (ύπό- 
δείγμα) of repentance to all g^erations». In Ez 42,15 the prophet 
states that his informant who is describing the Temple to him «meas- 
ured the plan (ύπόδειγμα) of the house round about in order». Here the 
word means a full scale outline of the Temple. In 2Macc 6,28 and 31 
the word is used of Eleazar, who refused to eat pork and was tortured to 
death. He stated that he would leave a «noble example», υπόδειγμα 
γεννάιον, to the young (6,28). He left his death as an example of nobil- 
ity (υπόδειγμα γενναιότητος) and a memorial of virtue, not only to 
the young but to his whole people (6,31). In 4Macc 17,23 we learn that 
Antiochus proclaimed the endurance of Eleazar and a mother with her 
seven sons (as they were tortured to death) as an example (υπόδειγμα) 
for the endurance of his soldiers.
In ?hilo υπόδειγμα only means «example» or «instance».35 Its 
range of meaning in Josephus is more interesting. Of six occurrences, 
two appear in the plural υποδείγματα with οικεία to mean «some- 
one’s own experiences».^ In another case it means «example» in the 
sense of «waming».^ I will return to the remaining three instances be-
As for the New Testament case؟; in John 13,15 Jesus, after he has 
washed his disciples’ feet, says, «For I have given you an example 
(υπόδειγμα) in order that just as I did for you so should you also
33 Note that Schlier suggests that the LXX «often employs υπόδειγμα and παραδείγμα 
as alternatives» (1964: 33). Whatever the accuracy of this view, it is noteworthy that παρα- 
δείγμα does not occur in the New Testament. Its verbal paronym παραδειγματίζω does ap- 
pear in Heb 6,6, but in the sense of “expose to contempt”, to “make a spectacle o f’. As Koester 
has noted (2001: 315), «The word paradeigmatizein was used for public punishments that ma- 
de an example of the victim...». In addition, neither παραδείγμα nor παραδειγματίζω appe- 
ars anywhere in the Apostolic fathers.
34 Schlier 1964: 32, who also notes that in Attic Greek παράδειγμα was preferred to 
ύπόδειγμα.
35 There are four instances in ?hilo, all in this sense (.Deposteritate Caini 122; De confu- 
sione linguarum 64؛ Quis divinarum heres sit 256؛ and De somniis, Liber 2.3).
36 Josephus, Bellum Iudaicum 1.374 and 1.507.
37 Josephus, Bellum Iudaicum 2.208 (the death of Gaius Caligula is a warning of the need 
for moderation).
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do».38 In Heb 4,11 we find it used in relation to the possible negative 
behavior, «Let us therefore hasten into that rest, lest anyone might fall 
by the same example (υπόδειγμα) of faithlessness (άπείθεια)». In 
Heb 8,5 the word occurs in describing the difference between appear- 
ance and reality, in reference to those «who serve the eopy (ύπό- 
δείγμα) and shadow of the heavenly realities». There is a similar 
sense in Heb 9,23; here the Temple vessels that need to be purified are 
described as «copies (ύποδείγματα) of heavenly things». R.M. Grant 
(in a discussion of Greek exegetical terminology) suggests that ύπό- 
δείγμα is what writers using better Greek employ instead of δείγμα. 
He suggests that at Heb 4,11 ύπόδειγμα means «instance», which is 
accurate, and that at 8,5 and 9,23 it means «pattem», which is correct 
as far as it goes, but falls to specify that this is a pattem of a particular 
sort, a lower-level copy.39 James 5,1ه  states, «Take as an example 
(υπόδειγμα) of ^rseverance and endurance the prophets who spoke 
in the Lord’s name». Finally, in 2 Fet 2,6 we find, «if by turning the 
cities Sodom and Gomorrah to ashes he condemned them to extinc- 
tion and made them an example (ύπόδειγμα) to those who were to be 
impious».
These biblical examples provide the following range of meanings 
for ύπόδειγμα. The first two refer to something inanimate:
1. A plan (Ez 42,15).
2. A lower-level c o ^ o ^ m e  other
Then we have another category connected with human beings:
Behavior of a particular person which exemplifies either (most 
commonly) a particular type of good (Sir 44,162  ؛Macc 6,28 and 
314 ؛Macc 14,23؛ John 13,15؛ James 5,1م ) or (oc^sionally) evil 
(Heb 4,112  ؛Fet 2,6). This latter type is similar to the two referen- 
ces in Josephus just noted where foe word referred to people exem- 
plary of evil or misfortune. In relation to the instance at John 13,15 
Schlier states that here ύπόδειγμα «is more than an example. It is a 
definite «prototype». In a typical act they experience the love of 
Jesus and are to cause others to have the same experience».40 Yet 
really all of foe examples of good behavior in this group are more 
than just examples. In each case they are expressly or implicitly of­
38 ٠٨  the use of this wo!־d in John, see Culpepper 1991.
39 Grant 1957: 125. ne notes that ?hilo uses δείγμα in discussing the story of the serpent 
in Eden (Opif. 157). ٨ δείγμα is a an example ٠٢ type, which encourages allegory in accor- 
dance with data given through hidden meanings.
ص Schlier 1964: 33 .
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fered as worthy ص emulation. Although in John 13,15 Jesus, as the 
agent of the exemplary behavior, himself urges its repetition, Elea- 
7-ar does mueh the same in 2Maee 6,28.
But Josephus provides another, very signifieant sense where ύπό- 
δείγμα is applied to exemplary figures from the past. Two of these re- 
fer to a person exemplary in virtue (Jehoiachin in 2 Kings 24,12)41؛ this 
usage is different from that of Eleazar in 2 Maccabees 6 just mentio- 
ned, in that Jehoiachin is himself the ύπόδειγμα, not his behavior. The 
remaining occurrence in Josephus is similar, since the word refers to a 
group of people -  the Judeans under the Roman threat, who are likely 
to become «exempla» of misfortune.
This provides a semantic context to compare and contrast the use 
of the word in First Clement and to demonstrate its significance in the 
text. In First Clement 6.1 the word is used in the singular in reference 
to martyrs in Rome and refers to their exemplary endurance in suffer- 
ing, which is essentially fee same as fee meaning in fee third category. 
It is likely, also, that fee mention of «the noble examples (τα γ ε ν ^ α  
ύποδείγματα) of our generation» at First Clement 5.1 has been influ- 
enced by the two similar expressions in 2Macc 6,28 and 31 mentioned 
above. Yet in all of the sam ples of the word in First Clement, except 
for that at 6.1, while υπόδειγμα is still used solely in relation to exem- 
plary good or bad behavior of people in the past (fee third category 
above), we find a notable development of this sense.
Take the first instance, at 5.1ت «But, in order to cease from these 
ancient ύποδείγματα, let us come to fee athletes nearest to us; let us 
take the noble ύπόδειγματα of our own generation». This first in- 
stance of ύποδείγματα refers summatively to all of the characters 
from the Old Testament mentioned in First Clement 4,42 who either 
acted out of jealousy (like Cain, who committed fratricide through 
jealousy and envy) or who experienced some evil consequence of 
jealousy (with the jealousy being their own or someone else’s). Yet 
^ere ύποδείγματα does not designate/ ﺲ ﻛ  o f behavior, as in the 
third category of biblical data above, but refers to fee people who 
produce such behavior or suffer in consequence of it. This meaning is 
continued in fee second example of die word in First Clement 5.1, 
which looks forward to ?eter and ?aul. The word is again used sum- 
matively in relation to persons from Israelite scripture at 46.1 
(«Therefore, brothers, we must to cleave to such ύποδείγματα), 
since the author continues by saying, «For it is written, “Cleave to
4ا Josephus, Bellum Iudaicum 6.103 6.106 سد .
42 Cain and Abel, lacob and Esau, Joseph, Moses and Pharoah, Aaron and Miriam, Da- 
than and Abiram, and Da^d and Saul.
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those who are holy, because those who cleave to them shall be made 
holy”») in 46.2. In 55.1 ύποδείγματα again refers to exemplary peo- 
pie, this time from outside Israel. At 63.1, in particular, ύποδείγματα 
appears -  just after a chapter epitomizing the communicative thrust 
of the letter -  in the key concluding exhortation to the Corinthians 
and again in relation to all the exemplary persons who have been 
mentioned in the text hitherto. It is not possible to say that the author 
of First Clement invented this usage, since we have seen above that it 
is found in three places in the Judean War of Josephus. Yet it is clear- 
ly a highly unusual usage that the author of First Clement has made 
his own.
This means that in υπόδειγμα we have a distinctive emic expres- 
sion which fits closely with the etic language o^em plar/prototype 
and antitype we have adapted for use in relation to this text from so- 
cial identity theory. In First Clement the expression ύπόδειγμα re- 
peatedly refers to a person from the past who has either exhibited an 
ex ra ^ ry /^ o to ty p ica l instance of positive behavior or who has suf- 
fered from or manifested an exemplary/prototypical instance of neg- 
ative behavior. The instances of positive disposition and behavior de- 
scribed (some of which we will look at in more detail below) repre- 
sent idem it^escriptors for the group in the sense explained above, 
while the forms of negative disposition behavior (such as jealousy 
and envy) represent the inversion of group values and behavior, that 
are or should be located solely outside the group. Although the au- 
thor and original audience of First Clement almost certainly regarded 
the characters from Israel’s written tradition mentioned in this text as 
having once existed (which would make them «exemplars» from our 
social identity perspective), in this essay I will refer to them as «pro- 
totypes», while reserving «exemplars» for ?eter and ?aul, who were 
definitely real figures, had both died in Rome and may well have 
been personally known to some of the Christ-followers in Rome and 
Corinth. The early Latin translation of the text mentioned above uses 
«exemplum» in place of ύπόδειγμα.
The time has now come to consider the data in the text concerning 
prototypes and antitypes, a task most conveniently performed using a 
schematic summary.43
43 I have been helped in preparing this chart by the information in the chart in Jefford 
(!996:112).
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P r o to ty p e s  a n d  A n ti ty p e s  in  F irst  Clem ent
Name Text Source Identity Descriptor
Cain & Abel 4.1-7 Genesis 4,3-8 jealousy & results
Jacob & Esau 4* Genesis 27,41 -  28,5 jealousy & results
Joseph 4.9 Genesis 37 jealousy ه  results
M oses & Pharoah 4.10 Exodus 2,14 jealousy & results
Aaron ه  Miriam 4.11 Numbers 12 jealousy ه  results
Dathan&Abiram 4.12 Numbers 16,1-35 jealousy ه  results
David ه  Saul 4.13 1 Samuel 18-31 jealousy ه  results
Peter 5.4 Living memory jealousy ه  results
Paul 5.5-7 Living memory jealousy ه  results
Roman martyrs 6.1-2 Living memory jealousy ه  results
Noah 7.6 Genesis 7 Repentance
The Ninevites 7.7 Jonah 3 repentance
Enoch 9.3 Genesis 5,24 obedience
Noah 9.4 Genesis7 obedience
Abraham 10.1-7 Genesis 12-25 obedience
Lot 11.1 Genesis 19 hospitality/piety
Lot’s wife 11.2 Genesis 19 doubting
Rahab 12.1-7 Joshua 2 hpitality/faith
Christ 16 Living memory humility
Elijah &EHsha 17.1 lKgs 17-2Kgs 13 humility
Ezekiel 17.1 Ezekiel humility
Abraham 17.3 Genesis 18,27 humility
Job 17.3-4 14,4-5 ؛1,1 humility
M oses 17.5-6 Numbers 12; Exod 4 humility
David 18.1-17 51,1-17 ؛89,20 Psalm humility
Abraham 31.2 Genesis 21,17 faith
Isaac 31-3 Genesis ^2 faith
Jacob 31.4 Genesis 28-31 humility
M oses 43.1-6 17 ؛12,7 Numbers need for order
The righteous 45.3-5 Memory (?) persecution
Daniel, Ananias, 
Azaria, Misael
45.6-7 Daniel 6,16-24 persecution
Paul 47.1-7 1 Corinthians 1,10 division warning
David 52-1-4 Psalm 69,30-32.50-51 confession of sins
M oses 53.2-5 Deuteronomy 9 Selfless love
Outsiders 55.1-3 Memory (?) Selfless love
Judith 55.4-5 Judith 8 - 1 4 Selfless love
Esther 55.6 Esther7 Selfless love
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3. General Observations Concerning the Data on Prototypes and 
Antitypes
The first observation required is the large proportion of the text de- 
voted to prototypes and antitypes and their prominenee. Of the sixty 
five chapters of the text in its current form, eighteen are devoted to this 
subject and they are positioned throughout the text. The discussion of 
these ύποδείγματα also begins early, in Chapter 4, and continues until 
near its end, in Chapter 55.
Secondly, the plan of the author is to run through in succession 
what readily reveal themselves as id w it^ escrip to rs  (or their antithe- 
ses) within a social identity framework: jealousy and envy (and their 
consequences), repentance, obedience, hospitality, piety, faith, humih- 
ty, faith, selfless love and so on. Each id n it^ e s c r ip to r  is presented 
through its embodiment in one or, more usually, two or more figures 
from foe remote or recent past. That is, r^resentatives of each ؛dent؛- 
tydescriptor are clumped together, with the greatest attention being 
paid to jealousy/envy, clearly viewed as foe worst negative value, and 
humility, which is the most prominent identity-descriptor and provides 
the main opposition for jealousy/envy. This pattern reveals that the au- 
thor has the various ؛d^ity-descriptors at the forefront ofhis attention 
and then looks round for people who might best represent them. This 
approach is very close indeed to the way in which social identity theo- 
ry relates ido tit^escrip to rs  and group prototypes and antitypes.
Thirdly, many of foe figures whom the author mentions are proto- 
typical or antitypical in respect of only one group identity-descriptor or 
outgroup vice. This is worth noting, since, as noted above, a group pro- 
totype or exemplar will usually be regarded as maximally representa- 
tive of its identity in a broad variety of ways. We need to modify our 
theory a little to take account of the data before us. Yet this is an ac- 
cepted feature of this method and there is ample justification for doing 
so here. If one thinks of how foe British viewed Winston Churchill dur- 
ing World War II, for example, it is clearly necessary to have in mind a 
range of aspects of Britishness that he represented. On the other hand, 
even for Churchill the element of indomitable resistance to oppression 
was probably foe main characteristic as far as foe people of Great Brit- 
ain were concerned, which means that this particular id^ity-descrip- 
tor was focal and dominant. In First Clement, moreover, while the ma- 
jority of the figures only appear once, several appear a number of times 
in relation to different identity-descriptors:
(a) Jacob twice (result of jealousy [4.8] and humility [31.4]);
(b) Moses four times (result of jealousy [4.10], humility [17.5-6], 
need for order [43.1-6] and selfless love [53.2-5])؛
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(c) David three times (result of jealousy [4.13], humility [18.1-7] and 
eonfession of sins [52.1-4]),
(d) Noah twiee (repentance [7.6] and obedience [9.4])؛ and
(e) Abraham (obedience [10.1-7], humility [17.3] and faith [31.2]).
In addition, Lot and Rahab are described as each representing two 
iden tit^ccrip to rs. Lot represents ‘hospitality and piety’ (11.1) and 
Rahab ‘hospitality and faith’ (12.1). The attribution to the one figure of 
two or more id^itydescrip tors means that this author was no stranger 
to the phenomenon that we are describing within social identity theory 
where one person is maximally representative of the group across a fair 
range of its identity.
Fourthly, there is a broad division in the text between Chapters 4 to 
6, that concern people who have either typified envy orjealousy or who 
have suffered as a result of it, and Chapters 7 to 55 that are, by and 
large, concerned with prototypes of group id e^ it^ cc rip to rs . This ar- 
rangement is explained by the author’s wish to start with the church in 
Corinth, whose problems (mainly internal but some external) are the 
cause of his writing. After sending the Corinthians his greetings (in the 
preamble to the text), he briefly explains his delay in writing and then 
mentions the pathological condition it which their church now finds it- 
self (1.1), before providing a detailed and glowing account of what the 
Corinthian church used to be like, ofits previously exalted identity (1.2- 
2.7). But now, he writes, this identity is imperilled by jealousy, envy, 
strife, sedition, persecution and disorder, war and captivity (3.1-4). This 
establishes the foundation for the figures representing jealousy and en- 
vy and their results in 4.1-6.2. After this, however, the author moves on 
to consider the positive aspects of the identity of the Christ-movement 
beginning, appropriately enough, with repentance (Chapter 7).
Fifthly, the author adopts a variety of approaches to introducing the 
prototypes and antitypes. One pattern is to announce the importance of 
a group i^ t i t^ e s c r ip to r  (or a negative feature characteristic of out- 
group) in a didactic manner, then to describe the prototypes or antit- 
ypes, and then to return to a discursive account. Thus, general state- 
ments about jealousy and envy (3.1-4) and (6.3-4) suiTound the illus- 
trative prototypes and antitypes proffered by the author (4.1-6.2). Re- 
pentance is advocated in 7.1-5, embodied in υποδείγματα in 7.6-7 and 
covered again through scriptural citations in 8.1-5. Similarly, humility 
-  a topic of fundamental importance in the letter, as noted above, and 
which is a (or, perhaps, tire) core id n tit^ e sc rip to r of the Christ- 
movement^ ־  is subject to a lengthy introductory account in Chapters
44 See the data for the thirty two instances of this semantic field in footnote 28 ab0¥e.
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13-15, illustrated through the prototype of Jesus ١١؛  Chapter 16 and a 
series of Old Testament prototypes in Chapters 1? and 18, and then 
rounded off in general terms in 19.1. In this material, therefore, the 
prototypes and antitypes are embedded in didaetic passages which toe 
author plainly belie¥es requires their presence to carry toe meaning. A 
second pattern is to introduce the i^ n tit^ e sc rip to r and then to bring 
on the prototype; thus obedience is introduced in 9.1-2 and illustrated 
with prototypes in 9 . 3 - 1 7 .م . A third pattern is to move straight into toe 
prototype as revelatory of the identit^escriptor. So it is with Lot and 
Rahab in relation to hospitality in 11.1 and 12.1-7, with Abraham and 
Isaac in relation to falto in 31.2-3, with Moses, certain outsiders, Judith 
and Esther in relation to selfless love in 53.2-5 and 55.1-6.
Before considering a brief sample of these figures and how they 
function in toe text, it is necessary to consider possible stimuli for toe 
author’s use of prototypes and antitypes. We must especially consider 
what seems to toe dominant influence on their appearance in this text -  
the phenomenon of Hebrews 11.
4. Stimulifor the Use ()/Prototypes andAntitypes in First dem ent
Barbara Bowe has noted the range of sources for toe figures men- 
tioned in First Clement: Israel’s history, Christian history, Christ him- 
self, and even examples from the «gentiles». She adds that the usage is 
well attested in other sources, such as Sirach 44-45 and Hebrews 11, 
while toe emphasis on Israelite figures as models of virtue is also com- 
monplace, as in the Testaments o f the Twelve Patriarchs.45 Yet in 
Sirach 44-45 the focus is on the illustrious men of the past, who fig- 
ured in the history of God’s dealings with humanity in significant ways 
and who exemplified certain virtues, not on identity-descriptors which 
require to be illustrated by human representatives. The picture is simi- 
lar in toe Testaments o f the Twelve Patriarchs, although in that text 
there is also a set of warnings to avoid vice. Hebrews 11 is a much 
more promising source, since here we have a series of figures illustra- 
tive of faith (π ίστ^; Heb 11,1-2). Although anyone working on this 
text is indebted to Pamela Eisenbaum’s recent monograph on it, I have 
recently suggested that her interest in toe «literary» context for toe fig- 
ures of Hebrews 11 leads her to overlook other paths into its meaning 
more at home in a culture where most people were illiterate and stored 
and accessed group traditions in memory.^
45 Bowe 1988: 70,
46 See Eisenbaum 1997 and Esler 2005.
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Nevertheless, as a result of the persuasive case mounted by Don- 
aid Hagner, there is little doubt that the author was acquainted with 
and dependent upon Hebrews47 Hagner begins by noting the «partie- 
ularly revealing fact» that First Clement 9-12 «appear to be patterned 
after Heb 11. Exhorting his readers to fix their gaze on those who 
have been faithful in obedience, Clement successively cites the ex- 
amples of Enoch, Noah, and Abraham (9.2-10.3), precisely as is 
done in Heb 11,5-8», and then describes them in similar ways.48 For 
example, both texts stress the faith of Noah and Abraham and the 
faith associated with the birth of Isaac. First Clement gives a rather 
full account of Rahab (12.1-?), mentioning her faith at the outset 
(First Clement 12.1), just as in Heb 11,31. Hagner shows that further 
allusions to Hebrews 11 appear in other sections of First Clement. 
Thus Heb 11,3? lies behind First Clement l? .l ,  while Heb 11,34 is 
alluded to in First Clement 55.33ff.
This reliance on Hebrews suggests that the author of First Clement 
actually gained from Heb 11 something of foundational importance for 
his composition of the work -  the idea of structuring it around the 
memory of great figures from the past who were, to use the language of 
the model, prototypes of an id n it^ e sc r ip to r , a particularly positive 
aspect of group identity. In the case of Hebrews 11 this was faith 
(πίστις), while the author of First Clement wanted to highlight de- 
scriptors that were necessary for the Corinthians to hold onto if they 
were to restore the peace and tranquillity of their church, such as re- 
pentance, obedience, faith, piety, hospitality, humility, purity, good or- 
der, forgiveness and the sacrifice of self-will. Yet, as we have seen, toe 
author of First Clement also referred to toe opposite or inversion of 
group norms (such as jealousy, envy and division) and to toe dire ef- 
fects these produce. And here again, Hebrews may have been the stim- 
ulus. As we have seen, in Heb 4,11 ύπόδειγμα is used in relation to 
faithlessness (απείθεια). Apart from the instance in 2 Peter (2,6), a 
late New Testament text to which toe author of First Clement probably 
did not allude,^ this is the only instance of those cited above from toe 
LXX or the New Testament where ύπόδειγμα relates to a negative dis- 
position or behavior. This may therefore have provided the author with 
a model for extending toe word to encompass values or actions of toe 
sort he wished to stigmatize as typifying toe dysfunctional church in 
Corinth and as representing the antithesis of toe norms of the Christ- 
movement. The circumstance that the άπείθεια mentioned in Heb 4,11
47 Hagner 1973: 179-95.
48 Hagner 1973: 184.
49 Hagner 1973: 348 (a eonelusion reaehed after a eareful review ؛٠  possible allusions).
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institu tes precisely the opposite of the πίστις which is celebrated in 
the great figures of Hebrews 11 supports this view.50
¥et it is worthwhile noting two points of difference between the 
two works. Firstly, whereas in Hebrews 11 there is really only one 
identity-descriptor in focus, faith, in First Clement there is a much 
greater range and with respect to the prototypical figures faith itself 0C- 
cupies a smaller role than humility, for example (see 12.1 and 31.2-3). 
Secondly, the author of First Clement does not merely illustrate the 
group ide^ity-descriptors with figures from Israelite tradition, he re- 
lies on men and women from the Christ-movement itself, including 
Christ himself. This is the result of the a self-conscious decision on his 
part, as is apparent from 5.1: «But in order to cease from toe examples 
(ύποδείγματα) from of old, let us come to those who contended near- 
est to us؛ let us take the noble examples (ύποδείγματα) of our own 
generation». This leads him into a consideration of Feter and Paul (5.2- 
7) and toe great multitude of people killed in toe persecution (6), prob- 
ably that under Nero after the great fire in Rome. Later he relies upon 
the example of Christ himself (16). This resort to people actually part 
of the Christ-movement and reasonably close in time to the author un- 
derlines toe extent to which he is concerned with group identity and 
views it as extending in a chronological progression from distant past, 
to recent past and no doubt into the present. The range of possible 
selves that group members can entertain covers a broad spectrum.
As toe last substantive section of this essay, I will now consider a 
sample of these prototypes and antitypes in more detail, in First Clem- 
ent 3-15, to provide a flavor of how the author uses these devices to ad- 
vanee his case.
IV . E x a m in in g  so m e  ? r o t o t v p e s  a n d  a n t t t v p e s  in  F ir s t  C l e m e n t
1. Prototypes/Exemplars andAntitypes in First Clement - 6 ؟־
As already noted, First Clement 3-6 addresses the antithesis of the 
optimal group identity, while First Clement 7 ft. moves, by and 
large,51 to consider its positive dimensions. In First Clement 3.2 toe 
author catalogues these problems as: jealousy (ζήλος) and envy 
(φθόνος), strife ^ ^ ς )  and sedition (στάσις), persecution ( δ ^ μ ό ς )  
and disorder (άκαταστασία), war (πόλεμος) and captivity (αιμα- 
λωσία). Some statistics reveal toe centrality of these problems in the
50 For my study of Hebrews 11 in relation to eollective memory, see Esler 2005.
51 But note Lot’s wife at 11.2.
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text. Jealousy is m ention^ first in this list and tops the hill as the worst 
problem being experienced by Corinth as revealed by its appearance 
twenty three times in toe text.^ Envy (φθόνος), which the author relat- 
ed closely to jealousy, appears five times,53 strife (٤ ٣^ ) eight times5* 
and sedition (στάσις) sixteen times.55 This is toe only instance of per- 
secution but disorder occurs on this and two other occasions.^
With Chapter 4 we arrive at the first of toe prototypes and antitypes 
in First Clement. At 4.1 toe author abruptly announces «For thus it 
stands written» and then sets out a lengthy quotation of the story of 
Cain and Abel from Gen 4.3-8, in a form that follows toe Septuagint 
closely.^ At toe conclusion of toe quotation the author draws this les- 
son: «You see, brothers, jealousy (ζήλος) and envy (φθόνος) pro- 
duced homicide».5؟ Within toe framework adopted here, Cain is an an- 
titype, standing for these negative dispositions. They were the first in 
the list at 3.2 and are thus mentioned first. The author r e ^ d ^ a lo u s y  
and envy as toe major cause of toe problem in Corinth. After pointing 
to tftis .moral, toe author lists six other cases where jealousy produced 
tetrible consequences: Jacob running away from Esau (Gen 27,41 -  
28,5), Joseph being persecuted (Genesis 37), Moses having to flee 
Egypt (Exod 2,14), Aaron and Miriam being lodged outside the camp 
(Numbers 12), Dathan and Abiram being brought alive into Hades 
(Num 16.1-35) and David’s suffering persecution from Saul (1 Samuel 
18-31). The figures here who suffered the consequences of jealousy 
and envy without exhibiting those dispositions themselves, namely, 
Jacob, Joseph, Moses and David, are prototypes of the identity that the 
author of First Clement is recommending to toe Corinthian church. 
Those who suffered the baleful consequences of jealousy or envy they 
themselves had exhibited, namely, Cain, Esau, Aaron and Miriam and 
Dathan and Abiram are antitypes of toe desired identity. As such, toe 
first group represent possible selves for toe Corinthian Christ-follow- 
ers, telling them who they could and should be. On the other hand, the 
second group represent the reverse, telling toe Corinthians who they 
should not be.
52 In First Clement the n^ n ζήλος occurs at 3.2, 4; 4.7, 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13؛5 ,4 ,5.2 ؛  
6.1, 2, 3,4; 9 . 1 6 3 . 2  ؛45.4 ؛43.2 ؛39.7 ؛1 .1 ؛ , while the verb ζηλόω appears at 4.3.
53 3 . 2 1 3  ,4.7 ؛ and 5.2 (φθόνος) and 15.5 (φθονέω).
163. 1 ;57.1? 54.2^ م1'.1ا5ﺄﻣ9'.46ﺄﻗ2.'14;؟أ3.2 ;2.6 إ1ت  (στάσις) and 4.12; 43.2; 46.7; 47.6;
4 9 . 5 5 5 . 1  ؛51.3 ؛  (στασιάζω).
56 14.1 and 43.6.
57 Hagner 1973: 38-39.
58 Although in many contexts jealousy means the passionate (often disproportionate) pre- 
servation of what is one’s own, while envy refers to the feeling of begrudging someone a good 
he or she possesses and a desire to gain it for oneself (see Malina 2001: 126-28), the author of 
First Clement does not draw such a distinction.
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2. Prototypes andAntitypes in First Clement 7-16
In Chapter 7 the author draws out a lesson for both the Corinthian 
and Roman churches. He reminds his audience that Christ’s blood was 
poured out for «our sanation» and «brought the grace of ' 
(μετάνοια) to the whole world». In generation after generation the 
Master has given the grace of repentance to those who turn to him. Thus 
repentance clearly forms part of the identity of Christ-followers and to 
illustrate the point he refers to fee repentance of Noah and of the Ninev- 
ites, even though the later were aliens to God. These figures then be- 
come prototypes of Christ-follower identity-descriptor of repentance, 
wife fee Ninevites perhaps most suitable for those who had been idola- 
ters prior to their conversion to Christ. First Clement 8 reinforces fee 
importance of repentance by quoting teaching from ه1ه  Testament 
prophets rather than through fee vehicle of prototypical figures. Chapter 
9 marks the author’s introduction of the virtue -  or, in our terms, identi- 
t^descriptor -  of obedience (υπάκουη). The figures chosen to proto־ 
typify obedience are Enoch (9.3), Noah (9.4) and G raham  ( 7־ ل.ﻞ ﻫ ).
Yet Abraham is also described as faithful and hospitable ( 7. ﻞ ﻣ) and 
hospitality (φιλοξενία) also characterizes Lot (11.1; also mentioned 
on account of his piety [εύσέβεια]) and Rahab (11.1-7; also mentioned 
for her faith [πίστις]).
Lot’s wife is mentioned immediately after Lot (11.2). But she is 
portrayed as typifying fee negative disposition ofbeing «double-mind- 
ed» (δίψυχος), here meaning to have doubts concerning the power of 
God. While this word only appears twice more in First Clement (23.2: 
fee noun and 23.3: its verbal form), it plays a major role in another ear- 
ly Roman text, the Shepherd ofHermas.
The author then proceeds to discuss the identity-descriptor of being 
humble-minded (ταπεινοφρονέω), which stands in stark contrast to 
the pathological dispositions such as arrogance, conceit, foolishness 
and wrath, without the use of prototypes (13). After an exhortation that 
covers many of the positive features of identity and their opposites feat 
have been mentioned hitherto (14-15), the author describes Christ as 
exemplifying humble-mindedness, by means of a quotation of the 
fourth Suffering Servant Song in Isaiah, here Isa 53.1-12, (16).
These details provide a reasonable sample of how fee author uses 
prototypes and antitypes.
٧ . C o n c l u s io n
Social identity theory offers useful resources for explaining fee 
presence and fee force of some thirty five individuals, pairs or larger
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groups of people from the past, most of them, but by no means all, 
from Israelite tradition. These characters stand to be integrated either 
(a) as prototypes, that is, persons embodying positively valued expras- 
sions of an experience, disposition or action characteristic of toe iden- 
tity ^rist-movement, or (b) as antitypes, people representing toe op- 
posite of such experience, disposition or behavior, ?rototypes are pos- 
sible selves for the members, to be emulated as toe way to intériorisé 
whatever they embody. Antitypes tell the members what to shun. Here, 
to conclude, we have an example of ocial-scientific theory allowing 
us to characterize phenomena in a text in new way that situates this 
work in larger frameworks of Christian identity construction, not just 
in early Rome, but in other parts of the Christian movement.
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